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Location : France

Description

Some good addresses south of France: - Nice city - Great Beaches - Charming villages in Provence - Nice restaurants

Restaurants
1

Le Brulot
3 Rue Frédéric Isnard, Antibes, France

Le Brulot is a local institution in Antibes, with the 2nd generation now in Command. The restaurant is located in the charming streets of old Antibes.
The restaurant is quite tiny with an old rustique...
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Café de la Fontaine
4 Avenue Gén de Gaulle 06320 La Turbie, Turbie (la), France

This charming Café in La Turbie village, high above Monte Carlo, offers very well prepared traditional french and mediterranean cuisine; The prices
are reesonable, the service friendly, and teh fo...
3

La Favola
13 cours Saleya 06300 Nice, Nice, France

You won't regret going to La Favola. This Italian restaurant in "Le vieux Nice" serves tasty dishes, in King size portions as you can see in the Pics.
Basically, a dish for one person is 3 times bigge...
4

Le tilleul
Place du Tilleul F- 06570 Saint Paul de Vence, Saint Paul De Vence, France

In the shade of a beautiful and hundred year old limetree, we had a great lunch at the terrasse of "Le Tilleul". Chef Stéphane Marie prepares a
cuisine made with seasonal products, very tasty, wel...
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La Petite Maison
11 Rue Saint Francois de Paule, 06300 Nice, Nice, France

La petite maison became an institution in Nice over the years, serving a well prepared traditional mediterranean cuisine. You will have good
chances to meet there some stars, politicians,... since ...
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Chateau Eza
Rue de la Pise F-06360 Eze Village, Eze, France

Chateau Eza is a 4 stars hotel in one of the most beautiful spots of Eze Village, one of the most charming villages in France, dominating the sea
and Saint Jean Cap Ferrat. The hotel took the plac...
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Hotel-Restaurant La Colombe d'Or
1 Place Général de Gaulle, Arcachon, France

La Colombe d'Or is an institution very famous in the Region, but also beyond French borders now. When visiting Saint Paul de Vence, you cannot
miss it since it is just next to the town's main gate, ou...

Hotels
8

La chèvre d'Or Eze
Eze, France

This Relais & Chateau is in one of the most beautiful villages of France, dominating the French Riviera and offering a breathtaking view on the sea
and Saint Jean Cap Ferrat. This is a 5 stars hote...
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Republique Independante de Figuerolles
La Ciotat, France

Republique Indépendante de Figuerolles is a very famous B&B and restaurant in one of the most charming spots in the region, Calanque de
Figuerolles. Since the 1950s, many stars and movies were shot t...

Activities
10

Plage de l'Estagnol
Route Leoube 83230, Bormes Les Mimosas, France

La plage de l'Estagnol is one of the most beautiful beaches in the Mediterranean and France, and as such, one of the most popular in the region. It
is on a privatly owned domain which saved it from ...
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Saint Agnes Fort
Place du Fort 06500 Sainte-Agnéscode2utf('8206',0), Saint Agnes, France

The Saint Agnes fort was built in the 1930s as part of the Maginot defense line. It was at the bottom south of the line and Number 2 block was
among the best equipped in the hole maginot line. Sai...
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Cabasson and Bregançon beaches
1900 avenue Guy Tezenas, 83230, Bormes Les Mimosas, France

Bregançon and Cabasson beaches are part of the most beautiful beaches of the French riviera, along with the Plage de l'Estagnol and they form a
succession of beautiful beaches, pine forests and rocky...
13

Eze
Place du Gl de Gaulle - 06360 Eze, Eze, France

When I first visited Eze, I immediatly fell in love with this super charming small typical french village on the french cote d'azur. This village is part
of what we call the "Villages Suspendus", o...
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La Favière
Avenue de la Mer, La Faviere, France

As a single person, La Favière is not necessarily my favourite beach, to which I prefer l'Estagnol or Cabasson/Bregançon, who are a bit more wild
and away from towns and cities. Nevertheless, th...

Travel Tips
15

Saint Agnes Village
Saint Agnes, France

Saint Agnes is one of these charming medieval villages on the mediterranean coast, called the French Riviera. It's built at 800 meters altitude and
dominates the French border with Italy, on one side ...
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Saint Paul de Vence
Saint Paul De Vence, France

Saint Paul de Vence is one of the most famous and charming villages in French Provence, which is the at the back of the French Riviera, known
under the name of Côte d'Azur. Located between Nice an...
17

Public Transportation in Cote D'azur
Nice, France

I would suggest to rent a car when visiting the Côte d'Azur, since there are many beautiful beaches, villages and landscapes to discover away from
the coastal cities. Nevertheless, if you don't wa...

